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ABSTRACT:  As Healthcare data is increasing day by day, security issues are raised. We can achieve this privacy 
using cloud in electronic health care system. So, we proposed to build privacy model in electronic healthcare systems 
with the help of the cloud. Cloud will be accessed to only authenticated users so we can say that privacy policy will be 
achieved. We proposed to implement some features like key management for file sharing and search pattern (patient 
records and treatment document), privacy-preserving data storage of patient records, and retrieval, especially for 
retrieval at emergencies, and auditability for preventing misuse of health data. Using key management we proposed to 
implement search pattern and file (patient or treatment records) sharing between patient and doctor as well as between 
patient and insurance user. The file can be accessed only when key is matched. Privacy preserving data storage will 
store the data in encrypted form using key. Retrieval for fetching patient or treatment records at emergency and 
auditability prevents misuse of health data by identifying leakage and leaker of the data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

As the Electronic healthcare (eHealth) systems have improving widely, people getting more advantages than 
the previous traditional paper-based systems. People dealing with their data with higher efficiency and better accuracy. 
The eHealth systems like mobile healthcare system enable patients to efficiently collect personal health data and obtain 
any medical services at emergencies. But patient records are more sensitive which contains all personal information of 
a particular person. This eHealth system can save life of people as it can be accessible to anywhere so that doctor can 
treat a patient at emergencies. As these systems are getting more popular, large amount of data of patients also adding 
to the system. According to government research more than 8 millions of data is leaked from last two years.  No control 
is there on the patient’s personal record. Therefore attackers are easily using the personal data of patients i.e. this data is 
easily accessible anywhere and anyone can access it or read it. To overcome such problem we have some schemes to 
make their data records as private and limited accessible. Some people among us may think that why to make the 
patient records secure? As we know the companies employer may not give a job to patient if he know about patient’s 
disease. In the same way, insurance company will not provide any policy to that patient as he has some disease. It is not 
a good thing if that patient is not getting job or any insurance policies or any problems that may generated due to this 
leakage of data.  
 
Therefore, we need a technique which makes the patients records more secure and give limited access. 
          In our project, we implemented a technique to make the healthcare data secure. We have focused on some 
features for making data auditable and more secure. The following diagram shows the system architecture. In our 
project we have 3 actors as patient, doctor and insurance company. These actors access and store the data through web 
application. These manipulated data will be stored in cloud. This is accessible to only authenticated user based on the 
attribution. The flow of project is as follows: 
 The patient shares the file which contains information of his health to doctor and insurance user and he has an 

option to select doctor for treatment. 
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 Doctor accesses the file of patient and share treatment file accordingly. Both can access the file only when the 
attribute shared between them is matched. 

 Insurance company can only view patient records. 
 
1.1. System Architecture: 

 
Fig1. System Architecture 

 
1.2.  List of Actors and role of actors in Healthcare system: 
1.2.1.  Admin: 
In this project, we have an admin who controls overall system. Admin can create the patients accounts. Admin 
maintains the list of doctors with their specialization information and with some contact information so that patients 
can easily get in touch with doctors at any emergencies. Admin also maintains the list of insurance companies with 
their contact details. 

 
1.2.2.  Patient:  
Patient will have to register to our site for accessing any treatments. Patients have following roles: 
I. File uploading and sharing: 
Patient will upload a report or health information file on the site and select the doctor for treatment. While uploading 
file patient will add file and attribute keywords (encryption key) which will be shared with authenticated doctors as 
well as insurance users.  

 
II. Audit: 
To prevent the misuse of the patient records, audit file is generated. Audit is to test integrity of data. Only patient have 
authority to access this audit file. Here RS value is calculated where S is the hash value and R is any random number 
and divide this value by N as constant integer number and find out the mod value and compare them. If the values are 
equal then we can say data is intact otherwise data is corrupted. 

 
III.  Search File: 

       For searching file, patient or doctor or insurance user should have a key which was generated at the time of file 
uploading. If key is matched then only one can find out the file.  

 
1.2.3. Doctor: 
Doctor can view the patient records by login to the system and give the treatment accordingly. Doctor also uploads and 
share file by using some file attribute (master key). 

 
1.2.4. Insurance company: 
Insurance users can access the patient record by authentication. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Linke Guo, Chi Zhang, Jinyuan Sun and Yuguang Fang have focused on “A Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based 
Authentication System for Mobile Health Networks”. They have implemented a decentralized system which leverages 
some verifiable attributes to authenticate each other while preserving identity privacy. They also proposed to design 
authentication strategies for privacy. Finally, they have calculated the security and computational overheads for their 
schemes via some experiments. 
 
Longhua Zhang, Gail-Joon Ahn and Bei-Tseng Chu have implemented “A Rule-Based Delegation Framework for 
Healthcare Information Systems”.  They have introduced an approach to specify delegation methods for privacy of 
health care data. They have evaluated the feasibility of our framework through enforcement, policy specification and a 
proof-of-concept implementation on healthcare information. 
 
Jinyuan Sun, Chi Zhang, Yanchao Zhang, and Yuguang Fang have proposed to work on healthcare information by 
implementing “An Identity-Based Security System for User Privacy in Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks”. Vehicular Ad 
Hoc Networks (VANET) plays vital role in privacy preserving issues. If any attacks or misuse of the network happens 
then it will cause destructive consequences. Therefore all operations of the network performed well. They proposed a 
security system for VANETs to achieve privacy desired by vehicles and traceability for satisfying main security issues 
including authentication, integrity, and confidentiality.  
 
M. ARUN KUMAR and Mr. B. BHARATH KUMAR have implemented “Privacy Preserving and Auditability 
Techniques for Cloud Assisted Mobile Access of Health Data”. They have implement a privacy system using key 
management for securing healthcare data. Retrieval and storage will be performed by securely by preserving privacy 
issues.  
 
Pradeep  Ray and J. Wimalasiri have focused on “The need for technical solutions for maintaining the privacy of 
EHR”. In this paper a model of “proof of retrieve ability”, where spot-checking as well as error-correcting codes have 
been used for ensuring both “possession” as well as data files “retrieve ability” on archive service systems. Though the 
existing systems strive for providing verification of integrity for various systems of data storage, the issue that involves 
supporting public auditability as well as data dynamics is not fully addressed. 
 
Panagiotis Papadimitriou and Hector Garcia-Molina have implemented “Data Leakage Detection”. They have 
implemented a model which finds guilty agents who leaks the data and leakage of the data. They calculated the 
percentage of leakage of data by using data allocation strategies. 
 
Wei-Bin Lee and Chien-Ding Lee have proposed “a cryptographic key management solution for HIPAA privacy-y or 
security regulations”. For providing security to healthcare privacy HIPAA regulations creates a principle to assure that 
patient’s records are more secure and set limits to use and disclosure. Key management solution is designed to provide 
interoperations in the Cryptographic mechanisms. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Features Implemented for privacy preserving: 
Key Management: 
a) File uploading and File sharing 
Patient and doctors upload or share files between each other. These files are shared with a private key. If key is 
matched then only one can access the file. The key is generated by using ABE (Attribute based encryption) algorithm. 
Simultaneously, the files are encrypted using AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm.  
Patient also share files to authorized insurance user. These files are shared using IBE (Identity-based Encryption).  
Identity-based Encryption systems allow patient to generate a public key from a known identity value.  
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A trusted party, called the Private Key Generator (PKG), generates the corresponding private keys. To operate, the 
PKG first publishes a master public key, and retains the corresponding master private key (referred to as master key). 
Given the master public key, patient can compute a public key corresponding to the identity by combining the master 
public key with the identity value. To obtain a corresponding private key, the patient authorized to use the 
identity ID contacts the PKG, which uses the master private key to generate the private key for identity ID. 
As a result, IBE makes it possible for patient to encrypt message with no prior distribution of keys to insurance users. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Architecture of Medical records sharing 
 
 

b) Treatment 
Doctor gives treatment to patient and share some files to patients. These files are encrypted using AES algorithm. 
These files are accessed and uploaded using a master key. 
 
3.2 File Searching 
Patient, doctor or insurance users search the files which are shared or uploaded by using keyword which was shared 
during file uploading. Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) encrypts keyword. If keyword is matched then only one 
can find the file. 
 
3.3 Auditability: 
1. Leakage detection 
All actors in this project have authority to detect the leakage of their data using watermarking. 
To prevent the misuse of the treatment records, 4 realistic objects (marker) are added at the end of file as well as we 
adds username who will download the file after marker (as watermarking text).By using these marker everyone can 
detect the leakage and leaker of the data. 
 
2. Audit 
Audit is to test integrity of data. Only patient have authority to access this audit file. Patient checks and find out 
corrupted data by using 3 steps. We used Zero-Knowledge Protocol (ZKP) algorithm to audit file. To find corrupted 
data, we first need three variables called S,R, and N where S is the value which is calculated by using SHA algorithm 
,R is random number and N is constant value.     
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The steps are as follows: 
Step 1: Challenge 
Auditor: 
Here S is the hash value and R is any random number which is generated by auditor and N as constant integer number. 
It has  S²%N. It generates R as a random number and sends it to cloud. 

 
Step 2: Request: 
Cloud  
Here RS value is calculated where S is the hash value and R is any random number which is taken from auditor and 
divide this value by N as constant integer number and find out the mod value 
 
Step 3: Verification: 
Auditor 

 
Calculate  

 
1. ((RS % N)^2)%N 
2. ((Rˆ2 % N) * (Sˆ2 % N))%N 

 
And compare the above 2 formulas as follows: 

 
      ((Rˆ2 % N) * (Sˆ2 % N))%N== ((RS % N) ^2) %N 
 
If the values are equal then we can say data is intact otherwise data is corrupted. 
 
3.4 Algorithm: 
First patient select the file, he wants to share to doctor. Then patient must enter correct attribute which it should be 
matched with that doctors attribute, to which he want to share. Using that attribute we generate key using ABE 
algorithm and using that key we encrypt the file using AES algorithm.   
 
Doctor can give the treatment to patient by sending treatment file, which is encrypted by AES algorithm. 
Patient also shares his report to Insurance user using IBE algorithm. 
 
Patient, Doctor and Insurance users search the files using keyword which was shared during file uploading by patient 
and that keyword is encrypted by SSE encryption. 
  
Patient audit his file by applying modified ZKP algorithm. 
 
All actors detect the leakage of their data using content watermarking technique. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
System provides privacy and security for medical reports or health information file while patient uploading and sharing 
it to Doctor and Insurance User by using ABE,AES and IBE respectively. 
The following fig illustrates file uploading and sharing by patient to Doctor or Insurance User or both. 
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Figure 1. File uploading and sharing by patient 

 
The following figure illustrates doctor will upload and share the file for giving treatment to the patient. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. File uploading and sharing by doctor  (Tratment file) 
 
The following figure shows patient’s records which is shared by patient to insurance user. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Patient details with shared file (Insurance User panel) 
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Audit is to test integrity of data.Patients have the authority to access the audit file.He checks and find out corrupted data 
by using ZKP algorithm.By using following formula auditor (Patient) checks his file. 
 
  ((Rˆ2 % N) * (Sˆ2 % N))%N== ((RS % N) ^2) %N 
  
If the values are equal then we can say data is intact (i.e Audit Result=true) otherwise data is corrupted (i.e Audit 
Result= false). 
 
The following figure shows result of audited file. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Audit Result 
 
All actors of the proposed sytem detects the leakage of their data and identify possible source(s) of leakage (i.e.,the 
authorized party that did it). 
The following fig shows detection of data leakage and leaker name. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.Leakage Detection 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have built privacy into eHealthcare system with the help of cloud. eHealth systems helps to save life 
of people by treating patients at emergencies. To make data secure, we have implemented some features like key 
management for sharing, searching and access patterns of patient and doctors data. We also implemented auditability to 
prevent the data corruption. We also provided authentication system to prevent misbehavior of the data. And we used 
SHA algorithm for implementing auditability. We used ABE, AES and IBE algorithms for implementing key 
management system. We encrypt the healthcare data which is distributed between the patient and doctor as well as 
between patient and insurance user. We also detect whether patient’s health data have been illegally distributed, and 
identify possible source(s) of leakage. The above features implement successfully for preserving the privacy of data. 
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